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Designing a distinctively Emory experience that helps students flourish—academically, professionally, and personally
The Student Flourishing initiative reimagines and connects Emory’s curriculum, extracurricular activities, and residential and campus life to create an integrated experience that embraces the whole student.
By making strategic improvements and investments across their educational journey, we’re creating a uniquely purposeful path to help students find not only academic and professional success, but a fulfilling and meaningful life.


Learn more about the initiative and our goals                                



Focus Areas
The Student Flourishing initiative focuses on four dimensions of the student journey.

                                                Academic Experience                                            

                    					        Innovative teaching and expanded access to all Emory has to offer                    					    




                                                Professional Pathways                                            

                    					        Holistic career exploration and professional development starting in year one                     					    




                                                Purpose and Meaning                                            

                    					        Creating opportunities to reflect on questions of ethics, purpose, and meaning                    					    




                                                Community and Well-Being                                            

                    					        Integrated support for health and wellness, with a culture that builds community and belonging                     					    







Preparation for Life
“Student flourishing is about being intentional in how we prepare our students for not only professional achievement but also success in life—providing resources and creating space that allow students to find their purpose through critical thinking and self-reflection.”
— Ravi Bellamkonda, Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs


A distinctive vision for the student experience                                
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Join the movement to transform the future through our students
The 2O36 campaign brings the Emory community together to serve humanity through knowledge. With an eye on Emory’s bicentennial, 2O36 creates a movement to radically rethink and reshape the future. Because our students are our future, Student Flourishing is at the core of this movement. By investing in Emory students, you are investing in a better future for all.


Help Students Flourish                                
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Student Flourishing at Emory

Learn more about our vision for student flourishing in this video from Emory’s 2O36 campaign.



Student Perspectives on Flourishing
Emory undergraduate students were asked what flourishing means to them personally, and share meaningful experiences inside and outside the classroom.



Featured News
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                                                    Reframes: Discovering the possible with Emory campus leaders                                                

                    					        February 15, 2024                    					   
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                                                    Emory Magazine Winter 2023: Seeing Double                                                

                    					        December 22, 2023                    					   
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                                                    At Carter Town Hall, Yara Shahidi discusses the process of 'figuring it out' while still amplifying voices                                                

                    					        November 16, 2023                    					   
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